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Cox's Bazar, Bangladesh. 

Dear Phyllis 

.. 6 September, 1997. 

\ 
Received your letter of 14 August. Was very glad to receive it. Yes, it does take a very long time for 

letters to go·out from Bangladesh. From the date stamped on the envelope I checked the time period tha 

• it took for your letter to reach me from South Africa._ it was flat 12 days. Not bad at all. · 

.. Today is a sombre day- in just about half an hour's time, BBC World will begin to air Princesss Diana' 

funeral. AlsQ, it has been airing news on Mother Teresa's death. It's fitting I should take up my compu1 

"pen" and communicate with you for I am Struck again by your comment on "starving millions and 

particularly starving children". Mother Teresa symbolised and would-always symbolise the personifcati, 

of care and compassion for the poor of the world and particularly the poor of India. 

It was good to have some news of Willy and Betty. I hope Willy gets his employment soon. Yes, splittir 

a family for reasons of jobs etc. is certainly neither helpful nor hopeful for a family. . .... For the outside 

world South Africa is doing fine. All the negative speculations which go with a new order have been put 

rest. The utopia where everyone is employed and no-one is starving is something that only God can crea· 

and sustain, but never the human minds and planning. Why would a world with its intellectuals, idealist~ 

visionists still go through wars, poverty, unemployment and starvation. Why aren't the United Nations 

Secretary General's officials, in their round-table conferences able to plan out strategies which bring 

lasting peace to strife-ridden territories ... The answer is : Man can only attempt but temporarily .. . . The 

overall value of Life and Life's incidentals is transiency Of course, you'll always ask the question• is 

there a God for the poor and the destitute? If only one sat back and analysed , the answer is yes. Once 

again our problems are man-problems and man-generated . • The world's poor could have something iftht 

billionaires of the world united, and decided to do something - probably, in the course, the billionaires 

would not quite remain billionaires; but the world 's struggling people could be directed more to a 

balance of life-style. While there are thos~ who, perhaps do not have the opportunities~ but then let's m 

forget that there are also those who are born sheer lazy, and do not lift a finger to get to anywhere or do 

anything. In the final analysis, are we not talking about finding a balance somewhere, as a start-off point 

between socialism and capitalism ( communism - I am completely averse to non-creator situation - can'1 

make sense of life and the universe otherwise) - socialism shares and provides for everyone and 

capitalism builds upon the provision; but the modem life-style, which dictates more the individual life

style than extended and/or communal, the hard-workers and the haves will tolerate the lazy and the have 

nots only so far. This is how, over the years, the have-nots became cumulative ....... Never mind me - it'~ 

just your letter always includes few questioning sentences and I cannot but be provoked to opine - forgiv, 

me, it is just for fun and your dose is to take it with a pinch of salt.. 

1 November, '97 .. (As you'll have noted from the dates, there has been an intervening period when I 

couldn't quite complete my letter to you. A lot of refugee agitations etc. and a ten days' break in Octobe 

explains it) ... .. So to continue -you asked about floods in Bangladesh. For your information, Bangladesl 

not only suffers from perpetual floods but also from cyclones. The floods are due to tremendous monso, 

rains - geographically the country is so located in the belt where the rains wash down from the sky • you' 

never know what this is all about unless you are in the monsoon zone. 
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On top of that the country lies in the cyclone belt - near the Indian Ocean. Since coming here, I have 
already gone through two cylones (May & September)- November is also known as the cyclone month. 
The UNHCR even has a Cyclone Preparedness Action Plan. People are born to live with nature and the 
Bangladeshis do, with or without floods and cyclones. 

I read about your diabetes - my father had diabetes once - he suffers none from it now. How he did it, I 
am not sure. I am going to write to him and ask him to send you any literature he may have - he is one o:l 
those, who likes to read what he is ill about - he should have some ..... . in the meanwhile, do take care ru 
listen to your doctor ... 

. Even if the post takes a month from Bangladesh, please continue to keep in touch. When I hear from ym 
it always gets me back to fond memories of South Africa and I do find your country fascinating in every 
way. I truly hope I shall be able to visit you and the country sometime in future. Love to you and to thos 
whom I have known. 
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